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BackgroundBackground

This presentation is one of a series of five presenting key outpThis presentation is one of a series of five presenting key outputs uts frfromom FMSP FMSP 
floodplain projects, carried out in the Asian region between 199floodplain projects, carried out in the Asian region between 1992 and 2005.  2 and 2005.  
The five papers focus on:The five papers focus on:

•• General management guidelines for floodplain river fisheries (asGeneral management guidelines for floodplain river fisheries (as published published 
in FAO Fisheries Technical Paper 384/1)in FAO Fisheries Technical Paper 384/1)

•• Selection and management of harvest reserves (key messages)Selection and management of harvest reserves (key messages)
•• Materials for a training course on harvest reservesMaterials for a training course on harvest reserves
•• Management of sluice gates and water levels in flood control, drManagement of sluice gates and water levels in flood control, drainage and ainage and 

irrigation (FCDI) schemes for integrated benefits of agricultureirrigation (FCDI) schemes for integrated benefits of agriculture and and 
fisheries (key messages)fisheries (key messages)

•• FMSP approaches to FMSP approaches to modelling modelling floodplain fisheriesfloodplain fisheries

This presentation was prepared by FMSP Project R8486 This presentation was prepared by FMSP Project R8486 –– ‘‘Promotion of FMSP Promotion of FMSP 
guidelines for floodplain fisheries management and sluice gate cguidelines for floodplain fisheries management and sluice gate controlontrol’’



This presentation This presentation 
based largely on this based largely on this 
FMSP documentFMSP document

Hoggarth (2000)Hoggarth (2000)

Content:Content:
1.1. Guiding principlesGuiding principles
2.2. General guidelines for coGeneral guidelines for co--

management of river fisheriesmanagement of river fisheries
3.3. Specific management Specific management 

guidelines for harvest reservesguidelines for harvest reserves
4.4. Summary of key steps for coSummary of key steps for co--

management of river fisheriesmanagement of river fisheries

25 pages with examples in text 25 pages with examples in text 
boxesboxes

Download: Download: www.FMSP.org.www.FMSP.org.ukuk
(R7043 project page)(R7043 project page)

Selection Criteria and 
Co-management Guidelines for
River Fishery Harvest Reserves

DFID Renewable Natural Resources Research Strategy
Fisheries Management Science Programme

April 2000
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Five Five ‘‘key messageskey messages’’ on selecting and managing on selecting and managing 
harvest reserves for floodplain river fisheriesharvest reserves for floodplain river fisheries

1.1. Adopt a collaborative approach both in selecting and managing Adopt a collaborative approach both in selecting and managing 
reservesreserves

2.2. Manage Manage ‘‘whitefishwhitefish’’ at a catchment level and at a catchment level and ‘‘blackfishblackfish’’ at a local at a local 
levellevel

3.3. Select locations carefully, considering who will benefit and howSelect locations carefully, considering who will benefit and how
4.4. Develop reserve management rules that are appropriate to local Develop reserve management rules that are appropriate to local 

conditions and that will deliver the best overall benefits to conditions and that will deliver the best overall benefits to 
stakeholdersstakeholders

5.5. Manage adaptively Manage adaptively –– monitor the results, compare with other monitor the results, compare with other 
places, and adapt rules as neededplaces, and adapt rules as needed

Details on these are given belowDetails on these are given below



Presentation contentPresentation content

What is a What is a ‘‘harvest reserveharvest reserve’’
Why use harvest reserves?Why use harvest reserves?
Key messages 1Key messages 1--55
Credits and referencesCredits and references

See also See also ‘‘training presentationtraining presentation’’ for for 
illustrations of selecting suitable areas illustrations of selecting suitable areas 
for harvest reserves and for developing for harvest reserves and for developing 
coco--managementmanagement



What is a What is a ‘‘harvest reserveharvest reserve’’

A harvest reserve is:A harvest reserve is:
•• a spatially defined area of water, a spatially defined area of water, ……
•• managed with a specified (but flexible) set of technical regulatmanaged with a specified (but flexible) set of technical regulations, ions, 

……
•• intended to sustain or increase the potential fish yield, intended to sustain or increase the potential fish yield, ……
•• available from existing, natural fish stocks, available from existing, natural fish stocks, ……
•• for the benefit of fishers.for the benefit of fishers.

The term The term ‘‘harvest reserveharvest reserve’’ emphasizes the need to design such emphasizes the need to design such 
protected areas for the benefit of fisheries livelihoods.  The tprotected areas for the benefit of fisheries livelihoods.  The term erm ‘‘fish fish 
sanctuarysanctuary’’, commonly used in Bangladesh, is interpreted by some , commonly used in Bangladesh, is interpreted by some 
people to mean an area fully closed to all fishing at all times.people to mean an area fully closed to all fishing at all times. A harvest A harvest 
reserve allows more flexibility in the management rules to ensurreserve allows more flexibility in the management rules to ensure that e that 
both fish and fishers will benefit.  Permanent closure of reservboth fish and fishers will benefit.  Permanent closure of reserves may es may 
be appropriate in some locations, but probably not in all. be appropriate in some locations, but probably not in all. 



Two key questions to consider for a Two key questions to consider for a harvestharvest reservereserve

•• Will the reserve protect fish stocks? (If so, how?)Will the reserve protect fish stocks? (If so, how?)
•• Will the reserve increase fish catches?  (If so, how, where, andWill the reserve increase fish catches?  (If so, how, where, and for for 

whom?)whom?)



Why use harvest reserves?Why use harvest reserves?

•• They conserve fish stocks and can increase catches They conserve fish stocks and can increase catches 
in floodplain river fisheries (when well designed)in floodplain river fisheries (when well designed)

•• Their high visibility makes illegal fishing easier to Their high visibility makes illegal fishing easier to 
detect  (it is easier to see a poacher fishing in a detect  (it is easier to see a poacher fishing in a 
reserve than to see who is using illegally small mesh reserve than to see who is using illegally small mesh 
sizes, or using too many units of gear)sizes, or using too many units of gear)

•• They are traditional and locally acceptable They are traditional and locally acceptable 
management tools in many placesmanagement tools in many places

•• They are conceptually simple, with easily They are conceptually simple, with easily 
understandable effectsunderstandable effects



FMSP FMSP ModellingModelling studies of floodplain fisheriesstudies of floodplain fisheries

In Bangladesh, fishing is so In Bangladesh, fishing is so 
intense that less than 2% of intense that less than 2% of 
floodplain resident fish floodplain resident fish 
survive each year (Hoggarth survive each year (Hoggarth 
et al, 1999b). et al, 1999b). 

Many water bodies are Many water bodies are 
pumped dry to dig the last pumped dry to dig the last 
fish out from the mud.fish out from the mud.

Modelling work by FMSP project R5953 (see e.g. Halls et al, 2001Modelling work by FMSP project R5953 (see e.g. Halls et al, 2001) has ) has 
shown that fish survival (and hence the production of new recruishown that fish survival (and hence the production of new recruits in the ts in the 
following year) could be much increased by restricting such fishfollowing year) could be much increased by restricting such fishing ing 
during the dry season.  Harvest reserves provide a way of protecduring the dry season.  Harvest reserves provide a way of protecting the ting the 
breeding stock in some locations, while maintaining fishing oppobreeding stock in some locations, while maintaining fishing opportunities rtunities 
in others.in others.



FMSP Studies of reserve impacts in IndonesiaFMSP Studies of reserve impacts in Indonesia

The effects of reserves on fish stocks and catches were also stuThe effects of reserves on fish stocks and catches were also studied by died by 
FMSP project R7043, at 9 case study sites in Indonesia, some witFMSP project R7043, at 9 case study sites in Indonesia, some with and h and 
some without reserves (see Hoggarth et al, 2004).  some without reserves (see Hoggarth et al, 2004).  

In two communityIn two community--managed reserve sites where poaching levels were managed reserve sites where poaching levels were 
low, fish stocks were 5low, fish stocks were 5--21 times more abundant, comprised up to 31 21 times more abundant, comprised up to 31 
more species and were 5more species and were 5--6 times larger by weight, than at a nearby 6 times larger by weight, than at a nearby 
comparison site that was fished with poison in the dry season (scomparison site that was fished with poison in the dry season (see next ee next 
slide).  slide).  

In these reserves, community rules only restricted fishing for cIn these reserves, community rules only restricted fishing for certain ertain 
gears or for certain seasons, but compliance with these rules wagears or for certain seasons, but compliance with these rules was s 
good.  In contrast, some governmentgood.  In contrast, some government--managed reserves that were managed reserves that were 
permanently closed were also poorly enforced or poorly located, permanently closed were also poorly enforced or poorly located, and and 
fish stocks were little different from those in nearby exploitedfish stocks were little different from those in nearby exploited waterwater--
bodies.bodies.



Example biological impacts of reserves Example biological impacts of reserves 
(from Hoggarth et al, 2004)(from Hoggarth et al, 2004)
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Open symbols: Open symbols: 
reservesreserves

Filled symbols: Filled symbols: 
fished fished 
comparison comparison 
sitessites

Vertical lines Vertical lines 
separate separate 
catchment catchment 
groups (most groups (most 
valid for valid for 
comparisons)comparisons)

See FMSP web See FMSP web 
site to download site to download 
paperpaper



Key Messages Key Messages 
on selecting and managing harvest on selecting and managing harvest 

reserves for floodplain river fisheriesreserves for floodplain river fisheries



Key message 1.Key message 1. Adopt a collaborative approach both Adopt a collaborative approach both 
in selecting and managing reservesin selecting and managing reserves

A participatory, coA participatory, co--management approach draws on the knowledge, management approach draws on the knowledge, 
skills and capacities of resource users, government officers, loskills and capacities of resource users, government officers, local cal 
development NGOs and other stakeholders, as appropriate in each development NGOs and other stakeholders, as appropriate in each 
location.  location.  

CoCo--management will be easier to develop in some locations than management will be easier to develop in some locations than 
others, where particular conditions are met that encourage commuothers, where particular conditions are met that encourage community nity 
action and enforcement (see next slide; Sections 2.1 and 4.1 of action and enforcement (see next slide; Sections 2.1 and 4.1 of 
Hoggarth, 2000; and Chapter 3 of Hoggarth et al, 1999).  Hoggarth, 2000; and Chapter 3 of Hoggarth et al, 1999).  

Where good conditions exist, local people should take the lead iWhere good conditions exist, local people should take the lead in the n the 
selection of reserves, using their local experience to identify selection of reserves, using their local experience to identify the most the most 
suitable watersuitable water--bodies.  Resource users are more likely to know the bodies.  Resource users are more likely to know the 
hydrology of their local area, locations of critical (spawning ahydrology of their local area, locations of critical (spawning and dry nd dry 
season survival) habitat and migration routes, and to support reseason survival) habitat and migration routes, and to support reserves serves 
if they consider that the best waterif they consider that the best water--body has been selected. body has been selected. 



Where should coWhere should co--management be used?management be used?
CoCo--management may be easiest to develop where:management may be easiest to develop where:

•• its its legalitylegality is recognised both by government and by local peopleis recognised both by government and by local people
•• the the ownership rightsownership rights of villages over the waterof villages over the water--bodies (wetlands) in their bodies (wetlands) in their 

territory are recognised by local peopleterritory are recognised by local people
•• physical resource boundaries are clear and within the administraphysical resource boundaries are clear and within the administrative boundary tive boundary 

of a of a single villagesingle village
•• local people agree that there are local people agree that there are problemsproblems with their fishery (wetland) with their fishery (wetland) 

resources resources 
•• local people express a local people express a strong intereststrong interest in being involved in managementin being involved in management
•• the community or user group is highly the community or user group is highly dependentdependent on their fishery resourceson their fishery resources
•• the community has strong the community has strong organisationsorganisations (e.g. the village committee), skilful (e.g. the village committee), skilful 

and respected and respected leadersleaders, or effective , or effective mechanismsmechanisms for discussing issues and for discussing issues and 
finding solutions to local problems, and for enforcing their ownfinding solutions to local problems, and for enforcing their own management management 
rules and resolving conflictsrules and resolving conflicts

•• villages are villages are smallsmall
•• local stakeholders share the same local stakeholders share the same cultureculture, , idealsideals, and/or , and/or religionsreligions

CoCo--management may also be developed in watermanagement may also be developed in water--bodies that are shared between bodies that are shared between 
several villages, but greater efforts will be required for theirseveral villages, but greater efforts will be required for their management and management and 
simpler management strategies and tools should therefore be usedsimpler management strategies and tools should therefore be used



PartnersPartners’’ roles in coroles in co--managementmanagement

Effective coEffective co--management requires management requires 
clear definition of the roles of the clear definition of the roles of the 
different partners.  While flexibility is different partners.  While flexibility is 
required in different locations, the required in different locations, the 
following key roles are recommended following key roles are recommended 
(see Chapter 4 in Hoggarth 2000 and (see Chapter 4 in Hoggarth 2000 and 
Chapter 5 in Hoggarth et al 1999).Chapter 5 in Hoggarth et al 1999).

• co-ordinating the village units 
and promoting new units; 

• representing the fishery in its 
interaction with other sectors; 
and 

• facilitating the adaptive learning 
process.

• identifying the stakeholders, their 
perceived problems, and their objectives 
for the fishery; 

• assessing the local fishery; 
• designing a management plan; 
• implementing the plan; and 
• monitoring outcomes and adapting the 

plan.

Key activities at catchment / 
regional level

Key activities in villages (or other local 
management units)



Key message 2.  Key message 2.  Manage Manage ‘‘whitefishwhitefish’’ at a catchment at a catchment 
level and level and ‘‘blackfishblackfish’’ at a local levelat a local level

The distribution ofThe distribution of people who benefit from a reserve depends on the people who benefit from a reserve depends on the 
dispersal pattern of the extra fish produced.  dispersal pattern of the extra fish produced.  

Reserves inhabited by relatively nonReserves inhabited by relatively non--migratory, local migratory, local ‘‘blackfishblackfish’’ species species 
will mainly increase fish catches within a small local area.  will mainly increase fish catches within a small local area.  

Reserves designed to protect the breeding populations of more Reserves designed to protect the breeding populations of more 
migratory, migratory, riverineriverine ‘‘whitefishwhitefish’’ species may give benefits to the whole species may give benefits to the whole 
river catchment due to their much wider dispersal patterns.  river catchment due to their much wider dispersal patterns.  



Floodplain River FishFloodplain River Fish

WhitefishWhitefish
•• ‘‘Flowing water fishFlowing water fish’’, can not tolerate low oxygen conditions, migrate , can not tolerate low oxygen conditions, migrate 

long distances e.g. to feed and breed on the floodplain.  long distances e.g. to feed and breed on the floodplain.  
•• Survive dry season in main river channels, often downstream.Survive dry season in main river channels, often downstream.

BlackfishBlackfish
•• ‘‘StillStill--water fishwater fish’’, can survive low oxygen conditions, tend to migrate , can survive low oxygen conditions, tend to migrate 

short distances.  short distances.  
•• Survive dry season in floodplain pools and creeks (even in mud).Survive dry season in floodplain pools and creeks (even in mud).

Also have Also have greyfishgreyfish, in between blackfish and whitefish!, in between blackfish and whitefish!



Whitefish Whitefish Upstream
spawning-
grounds

Floodplain
feeding-
grounds Main river

dry-season
survival
grounds

migrate at a catchment 
(regional) scale

…. and need to be 
managed at a catchment
or sub-catchment scale



Blackfish Blackfish 

Spawn and
feed on
floodplain

Survive dry season in 
deep waterbodies

migrate at a local scale 
(from each floodplain 
lake or river) 

… and can best be 
managed at a local level 
e.g. by each village



Selection and management ofSelection and management of
reserves for blackfish and whitefishreserves for blackfish and whitefish

Reserves for blackfish should be located in deep, permanent dry Reserves for blackfish should be located in deep, permanent dry 
season waterseason water--bodies in floodplain areas.bodies in floodplain areas.

Reserves for whitefish should be located in their spawning grounReserves for whitefish should be located in their spawning grounds, ds, 
usually in upstream parts of the catchment.  usually in upstream parts of the catchment.  

Whitefish may need additional management measures (e.g. controlsWhitefish may need additional management measures (e.g. controls on on 
barrier traps) to ensure that some fish can migrate freely to thbarrier traps) to ensure that some fish can migrate freely to their eir 
spawning grounds each year.  spawning grounds each year.  

Blackfish reserves are more likely to be supported by local Blackfish reserves are more likely to be supported by local 
communities, since the extra fish produced by their management ecommunities, since the extra fish produced by their management efforts fforts 
will stay mainly within their own waters.  will stay mainly within their own waters.  

Whitefish reserves may need to be promoted more actively by Whitefish reserves may need to be promoted more actively by 
government for the wider benefit of stakeholders government for the wider benefit of stakeholders thoughoutthoughout the the 
catchment.  catchment.  



Note: FMSP studies on Note: FMSP studies on 
fish migrationsfish migrations

Migrations of floodplain Migrations of floodplain 
blackfish and whitefish were blackfish and whitefish were 
studied by tagging in project studied by tagging in project 
R5953 (see Hoggarth et al, R5953 (see Hoggarth et al, 
1999, Part 2). 1999, Part 2). 

SSix species of fish were ix species of fish were 
tagged and released in both tagged and released in both 
Bangladesh and Indonesia Bangladesh and Indonesia 
(n~5000 in each country)(n~5000 in each country)

Tagged with TTagged with T--bar or bar or 
streamer tagsstreamer tags

Rewards: TRewards: T--shirt or $2shirt or $2



Migrations of tagged fish in IndonesiaMigrations of tagged fish in Indonesia
Fish migration distances varied between species, but all speciesFish migration distances varied between species, but all species moved moved 
between villages to some extent.  (n = total number of tags recabetween villages to some extent.  (n = total number of tags recaptured; ptured; 
ØØ = number of recaptures represented by largest circle)= number of recaptures represented by largest circle)



Key message 3.Key message 3. Select locations carefully, considering Select locations carefully, considering 
whowho will benefit and will benefit and howhow

Beyond the general blackfishBeyond the general blackfish--whitefish points made above, reserve whitefish points made above, reserve 
locations should be selected that will give the best possible belocations should be selected that will give the best possible benefits for nefits for 
locallocal people.  people.  

Selection must consider the flows of water in and out of the resSelection must consider the flows of water in and out of the reserve, the erve, the 
migration routes of the fish, and the locations where the extra migration routes of the fish, and the locations where the extra fish fish 
produced by the reserve will be caught.  produced by the reserve will be caught.  

Both social and technical criteria should be used to select suitBoth social and technical criteria should be used to select suitable able 
water bodies (see Chapter 3 of Hoggarth 2000, water bodies (see Chapter 3 of Hoggarth 2000, and reserves training and reserves training 
presentationpresentation).).



Example guidelines for reserve selectionExample guidelines for reserve selection

•• Several small reservesSeveral small reserves should be selected rather than one large one.should be selected rather than one large one.
•• Reserves should include Reserves should include several different habitat typesseveral different habitat types to protect to protect 

different fish species and their various life stages.different fish species and their various life stages.
•• For bothFor both blackfishblackfish and whitefish reserves, waterand whitefish reserves, water--bodies should be bodies should be 

selected that have selected that have good connectionsgood connections to surrounding fished areas to surrounding fished areas 
(e.g. through water channels or across flooded land), ensuring t(e.g. through water channels or across flooded land), ensuring that hat 
the extra fish produced in the reserve may be caught.the extra fish produced in the reserve may be caught.

•• Where possible, reserves should be located well Where possible, reserves should be located well away from potential away from potential 
sources of pollutionsources of pollution. . 

•• Where reserves are fully closed, enough alternative fishing grouWhere reserves are fully closed, enough alternative fishing grounds nds 
should be left to maintain fishing opportunities for local peoplshould be left to maintain fishing opportunities for local people. e. 

•• Where possible, a new reserve should be Where possible, a new reserve should be close to the close to the village(svillage(s))
involved in its management, so as to reduce the chance of illegainvolved in its management, so as to reduce the chance of illegal l 
fishing. fishing. 

See illustrations in reserve training presentationSee illustrations in reserve training presentation



Note also that the choice of waterNote also that the choice of water--body depends on the  body depends on the  
objective of the reserve, e.g.:objective of the reserve, e.g.:

•• to ensure that some blackfish survive the dry season to spawn neto ensure that some blackfish survive the dry season to spawn next xt 
yearyear’’s stock (blackfish are especially vulnerable to capture in the s stock (blackfish are especially vulnerable to capture in the 
dry season);dry season);

•• to reduce any disturbance of fish during spawning seasons (usualto reduce any disturbance of fish during spawning seasons (usually ly 
the early flood);the early flood);

•• to restrict the capture of young fish during the rising and highto restrict the capture of young fish during the rising and high water water 
seasons; orseasons; or

•• to restrict the capture of migrating whitefish during rising andto restrict the capture of migrating whitefish during rising and falling falling 
water seasons (whitefish are especially vulnerable to capture water seasons (whitefish are especially vulnerable to capture 
during their migrations).during their migrations).



Key message 4.Key message 4. Develop reserve management rules Develop reserve management rules 
that are appropriate to local conditions and that will that are appropriate to local conditions and that will 

deliver the best overall benefits to stakeholders deliver the best overall benefits to stakeholders 

Harvest reserves may either be closed yearHarvest reserves may either be closed year--round, or just for certain round, or just for certain 
seasons, or just for certain gears.  The best option will dependseasons, or just for certain gears.  The best option will depend on local on local 
conditions (see next slide).conditions (see next slide).

Remember that reserves are not the only useful management Remember that reserves are not the only useful management 
measures.  Also consider other measures, both to protect the measures.  Also consider other measures, both to protect the 
environment and manage the fishery, e.g.environment and manage the fishery, e.g.

•• to restore degraded habitats, to restore degraded habitats, 
•• to protect fish migration routes (manage sluice gates, and restrto protect fish migration routes (manage sluice gates, and restrict ict 

use of barrier traps), anduse of barrier traps), and
•• to control fishing effort (licensing to control fishing effort (licensing waterbodieswaterbodies or gears etc)or gears etc)



Should harvest reserves be fully closed?Should harvest reserves be fully closed?

Full closure better ...Full closure better ...
•• in particularly vulnerable habitatsin particularly vulnerable habitats
•• where fully closed 'taboo' areas are traditional practiceswhere fully closed 'taboo' areas are traditional practices
•• to give the clearest message on their statusto give the clearest message on their status

Partial closure better ...Partial closure better ...
•• if the reserve water body is the only fishing placeif the reserve water body is the only fishing place
•• where some limited fishing will not harm stocks (e.g. with only where some limited fishing will not harm stocks (e.g. with only 

certain gear types or only in the flood season)certain gear types or only in the flood season)



Example guidelines for reserve managementExample guidelines for reserve management

•• In blackfish reserves, the most dangerous dryIn blackfish reserves, the most dangerous dry--season gears season gears 
(poison, electric fishing, de(poison, electric fishing, de--watering and fish drives) should always watering and fish drives) should always 
be restricted to protect the spawning stock over the dry season.be restricted to protect the spawning stock over the dry season.
Most floodplain fish spawn at the start of the flood.Most floodplain fish spawn at the start of the flood.

•• The location of the reserve should be made as clear as possible,The location of the reserve should be made as clear as possible, by by 
defining boundaries at recognisable local features, such as briddefining boundaries at recognisable local features, such as bridges, ges, 
wellwell--known buildings (mosques, schools etc) and river confluences. known buildings (mosques, schools etc) and river confluences. 

•• Channels connecting reserves with fished areas may need to be Channels connecting reserves with fished areas may need to be 
maintained by the removal of silt or vegetation.  If reserves armaintained by the removal of silt or vegetation.  If reserves are e 
silting up or drying out in the dry season, they may be excavatesilting up or drying out in the dry season, they may be excavated to d to 
maintain a sufficient depth of water.maintain a sufficient depth of water.

•• Additional measures may be used to enhance the value of the Additional measures may be used to enhance the value of the 
reserve as perceived by local stakeholders, e.g. by rereserve as perceived by local stakeholders, e.g. by re--stocking a stocking a 
depleted fish species into the reserve, or restoring nursery or depleted fish species into the reserve, or restoring nursery or 
spawning habitats. spawning habitats. 



Key message 5.Key message 5. Manage adaptively Manage adaptively –– monitor the results, monitor the results, 
compare with other places, and adapt as neededcompare with other places, and adapt as needed

The optimum management rules for each location can not be predicThe optimum management rules for each location can not be predicted in ted in 
advance. advance. Reserves will be more effective in some places than others, and Reserves will be more effective in some places than others, and the the 
number of reserves needed or the relative area that should be senumber of reserves needed or the relative area that should be set aside will t aside will 
also vary between locations.  also vary between locations.  

Floodplain river systems change continuously, both with the normFloodplain river systems change continuously, both with the normal flood cycle al flood cycle 
and due to longerand due to longer--term trends in the catchment.  term trends in the catchment.  

Human uses of the floodplain environment also change gradually oHuman uses of the floodplain environment also change gradually over time and ver time and 
sometimes shift dramatically, e.g. with the introduction of a nesometimes shift dramatically, e.g. with the introduction of a new irrigation w irrigation 
scheme or an effective new fishing gear.  scheme or an effective new fishing gear.  

For these reasons, we recommend a longFor these reasons, we recommend a long--term, term, ‘‘adaptiveadaptive’’ management management 
approach in which local managers and partners monitor their fishapproach in which local managers and partners monitor their fishery to see if ery to see if 
their goals are being met, and meet regularly to consider what ttheir goals are being met, and meet regularly to consider what to do if they are o do if they are 
not. not. 

See River Fishery Management Guidelines presentation for furtherSee River Fishery Management Guidelines presentation for further detailsdetails



Project details, credits and Project details, credits and 
referencesreferences



FMSP Project R5953 FMSP Project R5953 –– ‘‘Fisheries dynamics of modified Fisheries dynamics of modified 
floodplains in southern Asiafloodplains in southern Asia ‘‘

Start Date: Start Date: 03/1994 03/1994 
End Date: End Date: 03/199703/1997

Project Collaborators: Project Collaborators: 
•• MRAG (Dan Hoggarth, Ashley Halls); MRAG (Dan Hoggarth, Ashley Halls); 
•• CRIFI, Indonesia (CRIFI, Indonesia (FuadFuad CholikCholik, , AgusAgus UtomoUtomo, , OndaraOndara); ); 
•• BAU BAU MymensinghMymensingh (M.A. (M.A. WahabWahab, , KanailalKanailal DebnathDebnath, , RanjanRanjan Kumar Kumar 

Dam)Dam)
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